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Abstract 
Computing tools are usually used to describe, represent or simulate a field. In the architectural field 
these tools are also used to represent building elements to quantify any energy consumption. 
Conceptual modelling is a way to represent a domain order to explain some actions. In our case, we will 
use this technic to reach to steps. 
The first one concerns the description and the explanation about the spatial organization to better 
understand the relationship between the house and the outside environment.  
The second one concerns the description of the spatial organization of a house to identify the better point 
to manage the energy consumption to enable designers to be inspired from these houses organization to 
design their knew projects. The tested corpora concerns the traditional Algerian houses.  
Nowadays, the question related to the energy consumption is very important specifically in our country. 
Several researches used computing software to evaluate and compute the energy consumption thanks to 
some measuring or simulation tools. In our case, we will use a part of computing tools to better 
understand the spatial organization and the architectural disposal related to the environment. This part 
of the computing tools calls the conceptual modelling which aims to describe a domain from a conceptual 
point of view. This comprehension can help designers to better suggest their new projects. These projects 
should include varied environment disposal inspired from the studied examples.  
The following paper present results obtained with post graduated students. 
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1. Introduction  
Algerian architectural heritage [19] is rich, not only in terms of historical value and identity, but also with 
the various architectural solutions used to respond to a specific environment problem.  
 
Nowadays even if the energy consumption occupies a very important place in the design process, most of 
the architectural production requires additional technic elements to increase the comfort inside the 
constructions. Several studies have shown that the energy question must be thanked in the early steps of 
the design process and not be at the end of the project. 
Today some of these knowledge are used especially for new projects aiming to adapt to local customs. 
Their social genius shown some urban and architectural solutions which are applied until today. For 
example one of the core principles include the HQE for harvesting and recycling of water, these two 
methods were in use throughout the home or Ibadites and Ottoman period [23]. 
 
For example in the new ksar Tafilelt Valley M'Zab [22] allow their designers to win prestigious award in 
international competitions because they suggest nowadays real architectural solutions related to the 
environment problem inspired by the original architectural principles of the area. However, it is important 
to precise that this inspiration is not only limited to the architectural aspect but it is more global. It 
concerns the social, the climates, the structural, the urban, … Aspects.  
It is important to precise that the aim of this paper is not to establish a general or a specific model of the 
traditional houses or to give the precise values of the energy consumption inside the studied houses, but is 
to better understand the organisation to suggest a design project related to the protection of the 
environment. These environment disposals could be inspired from the traditional organisation and 
construction of the Algerian traditional houses. After understanding the environment disposals of the 
houses we will create a database including documents of the described houses. This database can be used 
by designers searching some environment solutions to their projects. 
 
It is also important to precise that this work have been done with post graduate student in architecture. 
Their objective was to describe and define every architectural element linked to the natural 
environnement. 
2. Conceptual modeling : 
To analyse and to describe the traditional houses we choose a conceptual model called E-A [4]. This kind 
of model aims to describe a domain by identifying its concepts. To identify the concepts of a domain we 
have to make an abstraction. To apply the principles of the conceptual modelling we propose a method of 
work. The modelling allow us to define the concepts thanks to a semantic abstraction. The orientation 
given to this abstraction is oriented through the physical part identified visually of each house. 
For this we choose the entity/association model [4] 
When we describe a domain to create a database, we have to organize several kind of information. To be 
reached, these information have to be identified, defined and structured according to a specific point of 
view [1]. We choose to describe the physical parts of the architectural realisations of our heritage.  
This description must respond to some rules to be efficiency. For this, we decided to represent the 
knowledge of the domain from a conceptual point of view. According to the shared knowledge of the 
professional belonging to the domain. This modeling or representation in a semantic network we will call 
it “Conceptual modeling”. 
 
This kind of modelling consist in the simplification of a domain in its concepts elements. In this kind of 
language [10] description we identify 3 elements; 
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- The entities defining the concepts of the domain 
- The relationship existing between the concepts of the domain 
- The attributes defining the entities or the concepts properties 
- The cardinality defining how many times a relationship between two concepts can exist. 
2.1. The elements of the model (Figure 1): 
x The entities. In our case they represent the concepts defining the domain. More precisely they 
describe the architectural work and the environment disposal. 
x The relationship or associations between these entities. These relationship are varied. For 
example in our case “ an architectural work” is illustrated in “ a document” or a “document” 
illustrates “ an architectural work”. The relation between each entity can be in two directions. 
We can also identify topological relationship. For example the gallery is situated “around” the 
patio. And the patio is situated “in the center” of the gallery. 
x The attributes of the entities define the element from a conceptual point of view. For example 
when we will describe every architectural work we have to precise it’s ; shape, material, size, 
space position, number, … 
x The cardinality gives how many time a relationship between two entities car occur. We have a 
minus and a maximum. For example, every architectural work is situated in minimum one 
defined space. And a space can possesses several architectural works. So the cardinality in this 
case is “1,n”. 
 
Figure 1: an example of image description 
The entities defined to describe the traditional houses are divided in five families [10]; 
x The architectural work ; identify every physical part constituting the house 
x The spaces ; represents the volume or the defining area where the functions are happened by the 
user of the houses. 
x The material ; represent essentially the matter in which every architectural work has been 
realized. 
x The urban organization ; disposal from which the spaces of a single realization are linked to their 
close environment. 
x The environmental disposal ; represent the elements participating to ventilation, harvesting 
mechanism of water, aeration, … 
For every family [18], we ; 
x Defined every term resulting from the various definition [21] of the term reached from different 
dictionaries [20] and books. 
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x Identified the relationship between each identified term representing a concept of the described 
domain.  
It Is important to precise that the terms in the original language have been kept and considered as 
associated terms. 
3. The examples : 
About twenty traditional Algerian houses have been studied [17]. These houses were from South Algeria 
(Mozabite houses) [15], high plateau houses and north Algerian houses of the Mediterranean Sea area. In 
this paper, we will present only the examples situated in the north Algerian area. We also have to precise 
that the selected houses belongs to our heritage and are published in referenced books. So the period vary 
from the sixteenth century to the eighteenth century. In the following examples we will focused in the 
roof part of the house and their functions. The selected houses are as follows ; 
x A house situated in Cherchel [5] 
x A house of the Algiers Kasbah 
x A house situated in Hussein Dey area 
x A house of Constantine [2] 
x A Kabyle house 
3.1. The house Cherchel [6] 
This house in situated in the sea coast of Algiers. More specifically in the west side of the capital city. 
This house doesn’t include a patio. The urban organisation include very straight streets. The climate in 
this area is similar at that one existing in the Algiers Kasbah. The local material used were local stones, 
wood, …but one of the principal characteristic of the house is the sloped roof covered with tiles. Even if 
it’s the same climate with the Algiers Kasbah, the shape of the roof are different. The orientation of the 
slopped roof is directed to the inside court. This court is not situated in the centre of the house. This 
orientation was probably established to collect raining water (Figure 2).  
 
 
Figure 2 : The slopped roof of the cherchel traditional house and the material used to construct the houses 
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3.2. The Dar Aziza house of the Algiers Kasbah [8]: 
For this example the choose house is “dar aziza”. Is a small palace of the Ottoman period [16]. It is 
situated in the down Kasbah, in its commercial part and inside its fortifications.. During the various 
historical period of the old Algiers city, the Dar Aziza was respectively a palace, a hotel, and ecclesiastic 
house, … and nowadays it is become the ONGEBC belonging to the Algerian culture ministry. 
From a spatial way, the Dar Aziza house is organised around a patio. The house possesses a plate terrace 
oriented to the Algiers coast. It is a very important social space for women (Figure 3). So It is considered 
as a representing case of the central organisation of the Kasbah houses [12].  
 
 
Figure 3 : The terrace of Dar Aziza allow users to see the Algiers coast. 
3.3. The house of Hussein Dey area [13] 
This house is also a palace of the Ottoman period. But this palace is situated in the fahs area of Algiers. 
Which means outside the fortifications limits. It spatial organization include a patio in the center of the 
house. But the main difference with Dar Aziza is the Garden. Because, most of the fahs houses possesse a 
garden and a vegetable area depending of the dimension and the social rank of the owner of the house. In 
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this house exist a preferred space for women which is the terrace. It a particular space because it 
possesses a very important social role and protect also the house from the weather (Figure 4).  
 
 
Figure 4 : The terrace of a urban house in Hussein Dey (near algiers) 
3.4. The house of Constantine [7] 
This house possesses also a patio, so it is a central organisation [14]. This kind of house belongs to the 
court typology house of the Mediterranean area. The house also possesses a roof divided in 4 parts. These 
parts are slopped and oriented to the inside court to collect the raining water (Figure 5). These slopped 
parts allows raining water to be collected in a well situated under the patio. 
The expansions of the house in its down parts are shops. In its upper part of the house exist the living 
parts with rooms, kitchen, … [9] 
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Figure 5 : The roof of the traditional house of Constantine 
3.5. The Kabyle house [11] 
The Kabyle house is a small construction with the stone material. It is often composed by three main 
spaces (taquaet, taerict, adynin. It is also composed by an outside court. The house is implanted in a very 
slopped area. The kabyle [3] village is often situated in the upper line of a mountain ridge line. For this 
the climate is very cold in winter and there are snow. To be evacuated the roof is slopped to evacuate the 
snow (Figure 6). 
It is also positioned perpendicularly to the curved lines of the soil (contour level). 
This kind of situation gives to the houses the economy of space, and functional necessities with keeping 
people intimacy which a very important point of the habits social life. 
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Figure 6 : The roof and the location of the kabyle house. 
4. The obtained results 
We identified about 20 concepts linked to the environment. They are spaces or architectural element. All 
of them fill at least 2 functions. A spatial or a structural role and is linked to the environment disposal. 
Using the conceptual model to detail this kind of relation allows us to clarify some questions such us : 
x Several environment disposal have been identified such as ; openings in the upper parts of the 
wall, disposal to collect raining waterfall, …. 
x The centered organisation of some houses allows users to respect the social habits and permit to 
better distribute heat or refresh surrounded spaces. 
x The environment disposal is in the center of the general organisation of the house. 
x All the architectural element are related to the environment disposal. 
x Every architectural element fills at least both structural and environment role. 
x The link between the architectural element and the environment disposal is not only limited to 
the material. It’s also related to its position, shape and social role. 
x All the identified material are from the local area. 
x The global organisation of every traditional house is linked to the energy consumption and the 
social role and habits of the people. 
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5. Conclusion  
In this paper we choose the conceptual model to define and identify the architectural and spatial concepts 
linked to the environment. We limited our corpora to the Algerian traditional houses. We selected 5 of 
them. The conceptual model allow us to identify five families of concepts. We identified about 20 
concepts and all of them are linked to the environment disposal. 
For example we show in the perviousness examples that for only the roof element, we can found several 
cases. For example, some roofs are slopped and others are plate, even if the houses belong to the same 
area with the same climate. However, every roof possesses a system to collect raining water. These 
disposals are very important in our climate. We founded also that the material used to construct the 
houses are local and possesses hygrometric properties to protect and avoid overheating phenomenon 
inside the spaces.  
In the future works we will study other Algerian houses and we will compare the results obtained. We 
will also make a data base with the elements we founded. These elements will constitute to designers a 
reference database to solve some problems to their project.  
Finally, an experiment will be carried out with a simulation tool to evaluate the energy assumption when 
some spatial rules or technical rules inspired by the traditional houses studied are followed.  
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